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Subsurface imaging of a nucleated cell based  
on two wrapped phase images
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We present a simple method for the subsurface imaging of a nucleated cell, which is realized by measuring 
the difference in wrapped phase between a nucleated cell and its enucleated cell model. The latter one called 
as the reference phase can be simulated according to the axial thickness and the cytoplasmic refractive index. 
We illustrate the proposed method with theoretical analysis and numerical simulation of a binucleated cell, 
and prove its validity on real biological cells by imaging the HeLa cell based on its experimental phase. It 
shows that this method is suitable for imaging of relatively simple nucleated cells.
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Quantitative phase microscopy (QPM) allows the imaging 
of transparent biological specimen, such as live cells, 
without any exogenous contrast agents. So several 
QPM techniques have been proposed and successfully 
applied to explore the morphology and dynamics of 
biological cells[1–13], especially for the red blood cells 
(RBCs)[7–13]. The reason is that the mature RBC can be 
seen as a homogeneous object without nucleus, and its 
thickness information can be directly decoupled from 
the measured phase information. However, most bio-
logical cells are inhomogeneous, which contain nuclei 
and other intracellular organelles wherein the thickness 
and refractive index information are coupled into the 
phase information. Besides, their intracellular infor-
mation, size, shape, volume, and surface roughness of 
organelles, such as the nucleus, are usually ignored. But 
this information is useful for medical diagnosis. For 
example, it is demonstrated that the shape and the 
roughness of the nucleus are closely related to cancer 
prognosis[14].

The phase signal depends on both the thickness and 
the refractive index of the specimen. In recent research, 
several methods have been proposed and successfully 
used for decoupling these two quantities. Among them, 
tomographic phase microscopy[15,16] is an effective one to 
get the three-dimensional refractive index. But, it refers 
to the mechanical scanning process and the recon-
struct method of the refractive index is complicated. 
Using the QPM combined with confocal microscopy, 
which is needed for determining the physical height of 
a cell, the cellular integral refractive index along the 
axial direction can be computed[17,18]. Another common 
technique is acquiring twice quantitative phase images 
by utilizing surrounding media with slightly different 
refractive indices[19,20] or employing the dual-wavelength 
digital holographic microscopy[21], which can simultane-
ously decouple the axially averaged refractive index and 

 physical thickness. However, the method of the sub-
surface information retrieval from the phase data has 
rarely been mentioned in each method. Based on this, 
Edward et al. presented a simple approach in which 
the quantitative phase and shear-force feedback topog-
raphy data were simultaneously used to extract subsur-
face sample information[22]. Although this approach is 
very suitable for the imaging of individual cells, their 
experimental structures, including the optical setup and 
the electrical setup, are very complicated. In addition, 
the need of a custom-built near-field scanning optical 
microscope makes this method time-consuming.

In this letter, we present a simple method to extract 
cellular subsurface information on the basis of the dif-
ference in phases between a cell and its correspond-
ing enucleated model. Among them, the phase of the 
enucleated model is approximately simulated by the 
axial thickness and the cytoplasmic refractive index. 
It is hereby demonstrated that this method is suitable 
for subsurface observation of nucleated cells through its 
application on a binucleated cell model and a HeLa cell. 

Most live cells are phase objects, which do not absorb 
or scatter light significantly. The optical phase delay 
occurs when light traverses through them. Figure 1(a) 
shows the phase change of a simple cell with a nucleus 
induced on the transmitted wave. Assuming that the 
light propagates along the z-axis, the phase delay caused 
by the cell in the image plane (x, y) can be described as

Fig. 1. Phase caused by a cell under a plane wave: (a) a nucle-
ated cell and (b) enucleated cell model of (a).
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where nn(x, y, z) and nc(x, y, z) are the refractive indi-
ces of the nucleus and the cytoplasm at points (x, y, z), 
respectively, nm is the refractive index of the surround-
ing medium, hc(x, y) and hn(x, y) are the axial thick-
nesses of the cell and the nucleus, respectively.

The second term on the right side of Eq. (1) repre-
sents the phase delay caused by the refractive index 
difference between the cytoplasm and the surround-
ing medium along the axial thickness of the cell. It is 
regarded as the phase change of the cell without the 
nucleus, called as the reference phase (Fig. 1(b)). If the 
intracellular refractive index, nc, is a constant, the ref-
erence phase can be simply written as
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Subtracting Eq. (2) from Eq. (1), one can obtain
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It can be seen from Eq. (3) that Dφ(x, y) related to 
the nucleus is an integral of refractive index difference 
between the nucleus and cytoplasm. Once Dφ(x, y) is 
calculated, the relative optical thickness of the nucleus, 
DS(x, y), can also be derived from it. That is
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In order to further extract subsurface information, such as 
the morphology of the nucleus, for example, if the refrac-
tive index of the nucleus has been known as a constant nn,  
the physical thickness of the nucleus hn(x, y) can be 
calculated, which is given by
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It is easy to see that the acquisition of these two phase 
maps is a key task in the process of extracting subsur-
face information. Among them, the reference informa-
tion, φ1(x, y), can be simulated according to the axial 
thickness and the cytoplasmic refractive index, wherein 
the axial thickness can be acquired in real experiments 
by applying a suitable technique, such as the confo-
cal reflectance microscopy and dual-media quantitative 
measurement.

In general, the phase difference is measured based on 
the subtraction of two unwrapped phase maps. Here, 
we firstly measure the difference between two wrapped 
phases, then measure the corresponding unwrapped 
phase difference. More details are as follows.

Assuming that ϕj(x, y) is the corresponding wrapped 
phase of ϕj(x, y), the following relationship is satisfied:

 ( , ) ( , ) 2 ( , ) ( 0,1),j j jx y x y k x y jj p= + =f  (6)

where ϕj(x, y) is wrapped to the range [–π, π]. kj is an 
integer, but it is not a fixed constant. Thus φj(x, y),is 
continuous, and Eq. (3) can be transformed to
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where Dϕ = ϕ0–ϕ1, Dk = k0–k1. Note that Dϕ represents 
the difference of two wrapped phases, which is wrapped 
to the range [–2π, 2π].The phase difference Dφ can be 
calculated via the corresponding unwrapping algo-
rithm. Thus, we need less amount of calculation owing 
to which only one unwrapping operation is required.  
Figure 2 shows the flow chart of the proposed method 
for intracellular subsurface imaging. 

To verify the reliability of this method, we firstly 
image a simulated binucleated cell. The whole cell 
model is shown in Fig. 3(a), where a sphere contains 
a small sphere and an ellipsoid, in which the radii of 
the ectosphere and the endosphere are set to be 6 and 
2 μm, and the radii of the ellipsoid are 1, 1, and 3 μm 
along the x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively. In fact, the 
above model can be regarded as a simple approximate 

Fig. 2. Flow chart of subsurface imaging.

Fig. 3. (a) Spherical cell model with two nuclei, (b) wrapped 
phase image of (a), ϕ0(x, y), (c) unwrapped phase image of 
(a), φ0(x, y), (d) spherical enucleated cell model, (e) wrapped 
phase image of (d), ϕ1(x, y), and (f) wrapped phase difference 
between (b) and (e), Dϕ(x, y).
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model of the neutrophil or eosinophil by analyzing the 
morphology of white blood cells, in which the internal 
sphere and the ellipsoid are two nuclei of the cell. 

In the simulations, the refractive indices of the nuclei, 
cytoplasm, and surrounding medium are set to be 1.6, 
1.4, and 1.34, respectively, and the wavelength is 488 nm.  
The wrapped phase of the cell is obtained by simula-
tion (Fig. 3(b)). The real phase is reconstructed by two-
dimensional phase unwrapping (Fig. 3(c)). However, it 
cannot display the substructure of the cell accurately 
owing to which the cell is inhomogeneous resulting in a 
non-linear relationship between the phase and the thick-
ness. Thus, both the useful thickness information and 
refractive index are coupled and cannot be calculated 
directly from the phase information. For this reason, 
the measurement of the reference phase information is 
necessary to decouple the inner components according 
to the above theory. Therefore, we build an enucle-
ated cell model with its radius being 6 μm (Fig. 3(d)). 
The intracellular refractive index is the same as that of 
cytoplasm. Figure 3(e) shows the wrapped phase map 
of the enucleated cell via the simulation. 

Then, the intracellular subsurface imaging can be 
achieved based on two wrapped phases. Firstly, by sub-
tracting Fig. 3(e) from Fig. 3(b), we can compute the 
wrapped phase difference with value ranges from –2π to 
2π (Fig. 3(f)). Then, the phase difference related to the 
nucleus is reconstructed from Fig. 3(f) by an appropri-
ate phase-unwrapping algorithm (Fig. 4(a)). Secondly, 
according to Eq. (4), the relative optical thickness 
of the nucleus is directly computed from Fig. 4(a), 
which is shown in Fig. 4(b). Compared with Fig. 3(c),  
Fig. 4(b) displays the cellular subsurface information 
more clearly, which eliminates the annoyance to the obser-
vation of the substructure caused by the surface phase 
and optical thickness information. Thirdly, Fig. 4(c)  
shows the physical thicknesses of the nuclei hn(x, y), 
which is obtained by substituting the refractive index 
of the nuclei nn = 1.6 into Eq. (5). In order to fur-
ther demonstrate the correctness of our method and its 

accuracy, the horizontal central sections of the origi-
nal (set in the simulation) and the calculated physical 
thickness of the nucleus are set (Fig. 4(d)). These two 
curves are almost superimposed. 

Furthermore, in order to demonstrate the method 
for the subsurface observation of real biological cells, 
we extracted the subsurface features of a HeLa cell. 
Similarly, it is necessary to obtain the corresponding 
wrapped phase maps of the HeLa cell and its equivalent 
enucleated cell model. Figure 5(a) shows the quantita-
tive phase distribution of the HeLa cell measured by 
Lue et al. using Hilbert phase microscopy[17], and its 
wrapped result is shown in Fig. 5(b), which is mea-
sured by the add-wrapping algorithm. In general, the 
wrapped phase result is acquired before the unwrapped 
one in real quantitative phase imaging. To obtain the 
wrapped phase information of the equivalent enucleated 
HeLa cell, we need to know its axial thickness infor-
mation and cytoplasmic refractive index, which have 
been measured by Lue et al.[17]. Among them, Fig. 5(c) 
shows the thickness distribution measured by confocal 
reflectance microscopy, Fig. 5(d) shows the axially aver-
aged refractive index, in which the measured refractive 
index of cytoplasm is 1.375 ± 0.011[17]. Here, in order 
to simplify the calculation, we assume that the cyto-
plasmic refractive index is a constant of 1.375, which 
is regarded as the intracellular refractive index of the 
enucleated cell. In addition, the refractive index of sur-
rounding medium is set to be 1.34, and the wavelength 
of the plane wave is 488 nm, both of which are same 
as the experimental value. Then, according to Eq. (3), 
the wrapped phase image can be simulated (Fig. 5(e)). 

As the measured phase ϕ0(x, y) (Fig. 5(a)) and the 
reference phase ϕ1(x, y) (Fig. 5(e)) are known, we can 
successively extract the following results according to 
the flow chart (Fig. 2). Among them, Figs. 6(a) and (b) 
are the wrapped phase difference Dϕ(x, y) with a larger 
range of [–2π, 2π] and the unwrapped one Dϕ (x, y), 
respectively. Figure 6(c) shows the subsurface relative 
optical thickness DS(x, y). It can be seen from Figs. 6(b)  
and (c) that the intracellular information is displayed 
clearly, especially, the heave parts (red parts), which 

Fig. 4. (a) Unwrapped relative phase of the nucleus, Dφ(x, y), 
(b) relative optical thickness of the nucleus, DS(x, y), (c) physi-
cal thickness of the nucleus, hn(x, y), and (d) central horizontal 
sections of the original and calculated thickness of the nucleus. 

Fig. 5. HeLa cell: (a) phase image[17], (b) wrapped phase result of 
(a) ϕ0(x, y), (c) thickness image[17], (d) axially averaged refractive 
index[17], and (e) wrapped phase image in the case of the enucle-
ated cell model ϕ1(x, y).
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correspond to the nucleoli of the HeLa cell owing to 
which they possess high refractive index than the rest 
of the cells. This result agrees well with the experimen-
tal result of Lue et al.[17]. It shows that the proposed 
method is applicable to subsurface imaging of real bio-
logical cells. 

In conclusion, we present a simple effective method 
for intracellular subsurface imaging. By measuring two 
wrapped phase distributions of the cell and the enucle-
ated model of the same cell, and calculating the differ-
ence between them, one can extract the relative phase 
and the optical thickness information, even the physical 
thicknesses of the nuclei with the known nuclear refrac-
tive index. A simulated binucleated cell and a HeLa cell 
are studied for demonstrating the reliability and ability 
of this method. The results show that the subsurface 
information related to the nuclei can be decoupled well. 
This method is better suitable for relatively simple cells 
imaging, because it is not entirely accurate in the pro-
cess of obtaining the reference phase information when 
the cytoplasmic refractive index replaces the intracel-
lular refractive index under the model of the enucleated 
cell, especially for some inhomogeneous objects with 
complex structures.
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Fig. 6. (a) Wrapped phase difference, Dϕ(x, y), (b) unwrapped 
result of (a), Dφ(x, y), and (c) relative optical thickness of the 
substructure, DS(x, y).


